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Abstract 
Tolerance orders and tolerance graphs arise as a generalization of interval orders and 
interval graphs in which some overlap of intervals is tolerated. The classes of bounded, proper 
and unit tolerance orders and graphs have been studied by other authors. Here we introduce 
two-sided versions of these classes. We show that all the classes are identical for bipartite 
ordered sets and give some examples to show that the classes differ in the nonbipartite case. We 
also give an algorithm for determining whether a bipartite ordered set is in these classes, and if 
so finding a representation of it. 
1. Introduction 
An ordered set consists of a set P together with an irreflexive, antisymmetric, 
transitive relation < on P. If x < y or y < x then x and y are said to be comparable in P; 
otherwise x and y are said to be incomparable in P. If element x is incomparable with 
every element of P then x is called an isolate of P. An ordered set is bipartite if there are 
no three elements of P that are mutually comparable. 
Associated with each ordered set P is its incomparability graph G. The vertex set of 
G consists of the elements of P so that x and y are adjacent in G if and only if they are 
incomparable as elements of P. This suggests the notation x-y in P for x and 
y incomparable elements. 
A particular type of ordered sets, called interval orders, were introduced by Peter 
Fishburn (see [S]) and arise when modeling scheduling problems, such as scheduling 
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rooms for meetings. The ordered set P is an interval order if for each element XEP there 
is an interval I, so that x<y in P if and only if I, is entirely to the left of I,. The 
interval I, represents the block of time in which meeting x occurs. Thus two meetings 
can be scheduled for the same room if and only if they are comparable in the ordered 
set. Equivalently, two meetings must be scheduled in different rooms if and only if they 
are adjacent in the associated (interval) graph. 
Tolerance graphs and orders generalize interval graphs and orders by allowing 
some overlap of intervals. An ordered set P is a bounded tolerance order if for each 
element XEP there is an interval I, and a positive tolerance t(x)< lZ,[ so that x<y in 
P if and only if the center of I, is less than the center of I,, and 1Z,nZ,/ <min{ t(x), t(y)}. 
Thus interval I, can tolerate an overlap of up to t(x). The definition of bounded 
tolerance order given in the next section is somewhat different; we prove that these 
two definitions are equivalent in Lemma 2.10. 
It is not hard to check that the relation < in a bounded tolerance order is indeed 
transitive. Without the restriction t(x) d lZ,l, however, nontransitivity could result; for 
example, if Z,=[O,lO], Z,=[7,8], Z,=[5,15], t(x)=t(z)=4, t(y)= 10, then x<y and 
y<z, but x+z. 
The incomparability graph associated with a bounded tolerance order is called 
a bounded tolerance graph. If the restriction t(x) < I ZX ( is lifted, then the graph is called 
a tolerance graph. As discussed above, this graph may not have an associated 
tolerance order (see [6, 71). 
In the next section we define many variants of bounded tolerance orders. We show 
that these classes are identical for bipartite ordered sets. Following that we give an 
algorithm that determines if a bipartite ordered set is in these classes and if so finds 
a representation of it as a collection of intervals and tolerances. We also give some 
ordered sets that separate these classes in the nonbipartite case. 
In related work [3], Felsner shows that if P is the complement of a tree T 
then T is a tolerance graph if and only if T is a bounded tolerance graph. In fact 
his proof holds true in the more general case that T is the complement of a 
bipartite graph, which provides another condition equivalent to those in our main 
theorem. 
2. The main theorem 
An ordered set P is called a bounded bitolerance order if for each XEP there exists 
a closed interval I, = [a(x), d(x)] and two central points, b(x), c(x)~Z, such that x <y 
in P iff d(x) < b(y) and a(y) > c(x). The collection of intervals and central points gives 
a (tolerance) representation of P. 
The center point of the interval I, is denoted ctr(Z,), thus ctr(Z,) = (a(x) + d(x))/2. If 
there is only one representation of an ordered set under consideration, we abbreviate 
ctr(Z,) by ctr(x). The quantity d(x) - c(x) is the right tolerance of element x in P and the 
quantity b(x)-a(x) is its left tolerance. If the left and right tolerances of an element 
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XEP are equal then the quantity d(x) - c(x) = b(x) - a(x) is called the tolerance ofx and 
is denoted by t(x). 
The classes defined below are special cases of bounded bitolerance orders. 
Definition 2.1. P is a unit tolerance order if it has a representation in which all intervals 
have the same length (i.e. 11,1= 11,1 for all x, REP) and each interval has its left tolerance 
equal to its right tolerance. 
Definition 2.2. P is a 50% tolerance order if it has a representation in which 
b(x) = c(x) = ctr(x) for all xEP. 
Definition 2.3. P is a unit bitolerance order if it has a representation in which all 
intervals have the same length. 
Definition 2.4. P is a proper tolerance order if it has a representation in which no 
interval properly contains another and each element of P has its left and right 
tolerances equal. 
Definition 2.5. P is a proper bitolerance order if it has a representation in which no 
interval properly contains another. 
Definition 2.6. P is a totally bounded tolerance order if it has a representation in which 
b(x)<c(x) and for which the left and right tolerances are equal for all XEP. 
Definition 2.7. P is a totally bounded bitolerance order if it has a representation in 
which b(x) < c(x) for all x EP. 
Definition 2.8. P is a bounded tolerance order if it has a representation in which each 
element of P has its left tolerance equal to its right tolerance. 
The next two lemmas give conditions under which x - y in an ordered set given by 
a tolerance representation. The first applies to bounded bitolerance orders while the 
second applies to the more restrictive class of bounded tolerance orders. Lemma 2.10 
shows that the definition of a bounded bitolerance order given in this section agrees 
with that given in the introduction and also with the usual graph-theoretic language. 
Lemma 2.9. Let P be a bounded bitolerance order. Fix a representation of P consisting 
of an interval I,=[a(x),d(x)] and center points b(x),c(x)EZ, for each XEP. If 
ctr(x) d ctr(y) then x-y in P $f d(x) 2 b(y) or c(x) 3 a(y). 
Proof. Recall that x < y in P iff d(x) < b(y) and c(x) < a(y), and that x - y iff x#y and 
y#x. If x-y then x+y, and so d(x)ab(y) or c(x)>a(y). 
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Conversely, assume that &r(x) <ctr(y) and either d(x) >b(y) or c(x)>a(y). This 
means that x#y in P. It remains to show that y$x in P, or equivalently, d(y)3 b(x) or 
a(x)<c(y). If d(x)<d(y) then b(x)$d(x)<d(y) and we are done. Otherwise, since 
ctr(x)<ctr(y), we know that a(x)<a(y). Hence a(x)<a(y)<c(y). 0 
Lemma 2.10. Let P be a bounded tolerance order. Fix a representation of P consisting of 
an interval I, = [u(x), d(x)] and center points b(x), c(x)EZ,for each XEP. Then x-y ifs 
IZ,nZ,l Bmin{t(x), t(y)}. 
Proof. First suppose one interval is entirely contained in the other, say I, cl,. Then 
IZ,nZ,l = lZ,l3 t(x), so in this case it remains to show that x-y. Note that 
d(y)>d(x)>b(x), so y$x. Similarly, u(y)<u(x)<c(x), so x$y. Therefore x-y, as 
desired. 
Hence we may now assume that neither interval contains the other. Without loss of 
generality we may assume ctr(x) < ctr(y). Then Z,nZ, = [u(y), d(x)]. So 
IZ,nZ,I~min{t(x),t(y)}od(x)-a(y)~min{t(x),t(y)} 
*d(x)--a(y)>t(x) ord(x)-a(y)2t(y) 
oa(y)dd(x)-t(x)ord(x)Ba(y)+t(y) 
-=a(~)<+) or d(x)ab(y) 
ox - y in P, by Lemma 2.9. 0 
An ordered set has interval dimension 2 if it is the intersection of two interval orders. 
The following lemma is part of the folklore of the field. We include its proof for 
completeness. In this proof and later, we sometimes wish to refer to the left and right 
endpoints of interval Z which we denote by [h(Z) and rh(Z), respectively. 
Lemma 2.11. An ordered set is a bounded bitolerunce order ifund only ifit has interval 
dimension 2. 
Proof. Suppose we are given a bounded bitolerance order P and a representation of it 
in which each element x corresponds to an interval I, = [u(x), d(x)] and two center 
points b(x), c(x)~Z,. Let PI be the interval order represented by the intervals 
II(x)= [u(x), c(x)] for each XEP. Let P2 be the interval order represented by the 
intervals Z,(x) = [b(x), d(x)] for each XEP. It is not hard to see that P is exactly the 
intersection of PI and Pz; hence P has interval dimension 2. 
Conversely, suppose P has interval dimension 2, that is, P is the intersection of two 
interval orders, PI and P2. Choose interval representations of PI and Pz where II(x) 
and Z*(x) are the intervals corresponding to element x in PI and Pz, respectively. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the right endpoint of Ii(x) is less than 
the left endpoint of Z2(x) for each x. We obtain a bounded bitolerance representation 
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of P by choosing a(x)=~!h(Zr(x)), c(x)=rh(Z,(x)), b(x)=eh(Zz(x)), d(x)=rh(Zz(x)), 
and letting I,= [a(x), d(x)] for all XEP. Note that the center points b(x) and c(x) are 
contained in the interval I, for each x. 0 
The classes of orders of interval dimension 2 and bounded bitolerance orders are 
also known as “trapezoid orders” and are discussed further in [l] and [3]. 
Theorem 2.12. Let P be a bipartite ordered set. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) P is a unit tolerance order, 
(2) P is a 50% tolerance order, 
(3) P is a unit bitolerance order, 
(4) P is a proper tolerance order, 
(5) P is a proper bitolerance order, 
(6) P is a totally bounded tolerance order, 
(7) P is a totally bounded bitolerance order, 
(8) P is a bounded tolerance order, 
(9) P is a bounded bitolerance order, 
(10) P has interval dimension 2, 
(11) The minimal nonisolated elements of P can be indexed x1, x2, . . . ,x,,,, and the 
maximal nonisolated elements of P can be indexed y,, y,, . . . , y, so that if xi -yj in P then 
either xi-y, for all k < j, or xc - yj for all 4 < i. 
Moreover, the implications shown in Fig. 1 and the implication (10 =E- 11) do not 
require the hypothesis of P being bipartite. 
Proof. In [l] the authors show the equivalence of the classes of unit tolerance graphs 
and 50% tolerance graphs. The equivalence of (9) and (10) is shown in Lemma 2.11. 
The other implications shown in Fig. 1 follow easily from definitions 2.1-2.8. Thus 
to show the equivalence of (1) through (ll), it suffices to show 
l (10) *(ll), and 
0 (11) a(l). 
Proof of (10) => (11). Let P =(X, <) be a bipartite ordered set of interval dimension 2. 
Let Pr =(X, < 1) and PZ =(X, < 2) be interval orders whose intersection is the order P. 
Fig. 1. Dependence of the statements (lHl0) from Theorem 2.12. 
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Choose interval representations of P1 and Pz so that the interval Z,(x) corresponds to 
the element x in P, and the interval Zz(x) corresponds to the element x in Pz. 
Index the minimal non-isolates of P in decreasing order according to the right 
endpoint of their corresponding interval in P, so that, 
rh(l,(x,))~rh(Z,(xi)) iff kdi. 
Index the maximal nonisolates of P in increasing order of the left endpoint of their 
corresponding interval in P, so that, 
We show that this indexing satisfies (11). Suppose xi-yj in P. We show that either 
xk-yj for all k< i or that Xi”y, for all k< j. Since Xi~yj in P, one of the following 
cases occurs. 
Case I: Xi~ 1 yj. For any k Q i we have 
Hence xk< lyj and thus xk#yj in P for all k < i. However, xk is minimal in P, so Yj~Xk 
in P for all k<i. We conclude that xk-yj in P for all k< i, as desired. 
Case 2: xi+zyj. For any k<j we have 
Hence xi+2 y, and thus xi+yk in P for all k < j. However, xi is minimal in P, SO y,+xi 
in P for all k <j. We conclude that xi-y, in P for all k <j, as desired. 
Proof of (11) a(1). Let P be a bipartite ordered set. Index the nonisolated minimal 
elements of P as x1, x2, . . . ,x,, and the nonisolated maximal elements of P as 
Yl,.Y,, ... , y, SO that if xi N yj in P then either xi - yk for all k 8 j, or x1 - yj for all / < i. 
We give a representation of P as a unit tolerance order. For each XEP we define an 
interval I,= [a(x), d(x)] and two central points b(x),c(x)~Z,. The points 
a(x),b(x),c(x),d(x) will be chosen so that d(x)-a(x)=lO(m+n) and b(x)- 
a(x)=d(x)-c(x). 
The first condition ensures that all intervals have the same length. We choose 
lO(m + n) as that length so that the arguments are clear - in fact any quantity at least 
2(m+ n) would work. The second condition ensures that each interval has its left 
tolerance equal to its right tolerance. Specifically, we define a(x),b(x),c(x),d(x) for 
XEP as follows. The example in Fig. 2 illustrates the construction. 
0 Let C(Xi) = -i for 1 <i<m. 
0 Let b(yj)=j for 1 <j<n. 
0 Let 
if Xi<_V,, 
if Xi<Yj+l and Xi-y, for all k: 1Qkbj. 
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Since minimal element xi is not an isolate, there is some e<n such that Xi<y/ and 
xi _ y, for all k, 1 <k <cf. Thus d(Xi) is well-defined and d(Xi) < n. 
0 Similarly, let 
i 
O if X,<Yj, 
a(Yj)= _i 
if Xi+1 <yj and xl "Yj for all 8: l<e<i. 
Again, since maximal element yj is not an isolate, a( yj) is well-defined and a( yj) > - m . 
We define the tolerances of the intervals as follows: t(Xi)=d(Xi)-c(Xi) for 
i=1,2, . . . , m and t(yj)=b(yj)-a(yj) forj=1,2, . . ,n. By our construction we have 
0 <t(x) d m + n for each nonisolate XEP. We complete the definition of our representa- 
tion as follows. 
0 Let a(Xi)=d(Xi)-lO(m+n) for all i: 1 bi<m. 
0 Let d(yj)=U(yj)+lO(m+n) for all j: l<jbn. 
The definitions of U(Xi) and d(yj) make (I,[ = lO(m+n) for each nonisolate X. 
0 Let b(Xi)=U(Xi)+t(xi) for all i: l<i<m. 
0 Let C(yj)=d(Yj)-t(yj) for allj: 1 <j<n. 
The definitions of b(xi) and c(yj) force the left and right tolerances of nonisolate 
x to be equal. 
For each isolate ZEP, 
0 let u(z)=-5(m+n), 
0 let b(z)=u(z)+l, 
l let d(z)=5(m+n), and 
0 let c(z)=d(z)-1. 
Thus IZ,(=lO(m+n) and t(z)=l. 
Fig. 2 gives an example of an ordered set P satisfying (11) and the representation of 
P as a unit tolerance graph obtained by the above construction. 
We now show that the tolerance order T represented by the intervals I, and their 
tolerances t(x) for XEP is the same order as P. We divide the problem into several cases. 
(1) yi and yj are maximal nonisolates of P. 
Clearly yi*yj in P. We show these elements are incomparable in T. By construction, 
each maximal nonisolate y in P has 
(i) 1 db(y)dn, 
(ii) t(y)dm+n, and 
(iii) 1 I, I = lO(m + n); 
thus the interval I, contains the interval [n, n + 8(m + n)]. Hence I Zyi AZ,,, I> 8(m + n) > 
t(yi). By Lemma 2.10, yi and yj are incomparable in T, as desired. 
(2) Xi, Xj are minimal, nonisolates of P. 
This is analogous to the case above. 
(3) Xi is a minimal nonisolate of P and yj is a maximal nonisolate of P. 
Xi<Yj in PI 
By the definition of d(Xi) we have d(Xi)<j- 1. Hence d(Xr)<j=b(yj). Similarly, by 
definition a&j) 2 -(i - 1). Hence a( yj) > -i = c(xi). Together these inequalities imply 
that Xi~yj in T. 
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Fig. 2. The (Hasse) diagram of an ordered set P satisfying (11) and a representation of P as a unit tolerance 
order. 
Xi”Yj in PI 
By assumption, either Xi-y, for all k such that 1 <k Q j, or xc - yj for all e such that 
1 d / < i. We consider the case xi-y, for all k such that 1 <k <j; the second case is 
analogous. By the definition of d(xi), we have d(x,)>j. Hence 
llxi n~,jl=ICu(xiL4xi)l nC4Yj)~~(Yj)lI 
2 I C4%),j 1 17 Ca(YjX b(Yj)l 1. 
NOW, b( Yj)=j and U(Xi) <-!J(m +TI) <U(yj). SO 
I~~i~~~jl~lC~~Yj~~~II~ICu~Yj~~~~Yj~ll~~~Yj~~ 
By Lemma 2.10 we have Xi -yj in T. 
(4) z is an isolate of P and x any other element of P. 
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Since z is an isolate, we know that z-x in P. To see that z and x are incomparable in 
T, note that lZ(z) A Z(x)1 2 1 = t(z) (in particular the interval [ -LO] is in the intersec- 
tion if x is minimal, and [0, l] is in the intersection if x is maximal). 
Thus the tolerance order T represents the same partial order as P. All intervals I, 
have length lO(m+n) and tolerance t(x)=d(x)-c(x)=b(x)-a(x), thus P is a unit 
tolerance order, as desired. Cl 
3. Algorithmic observations 
We now focus on determining whether a bipartite ordered set satisfies the eleven 
equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.12 and if so, finding a representation of it for each 
of the eleven classes. Polynomial time algorithms to determine if an ordered set has 
interval dimension 2 have been discovered independently by Langley [S], Ma and 
Spinrad [9], and Felsner et al. [4]. If an ordered set P has interval dimension 2, these 
algorithms produce explicit interval representations of two interval orders PI and P, 
whose intersection is the ordered set P. 
In our proof of (10) *( 11) in Theorem 2.11 we produce an indexing of the elements 
of P satisfying (1 l), given representations of PI and P2. Furthermore, in our proof of 
(11) a( 1) we explicitly construct a representation of P as a unit tolerance order given 
an indexing of P that satisfies (11). A representation of P as a unit tolerance order can 
be converted to a representation of P as a 50% tolerance order using the techniques in 
[l]. Representations of P as unit and 50% tolerance orders immediately yield 
representations of P as any of the other classes given in Theorem 2.10. Combining 
these various algorithms yields the following. 
Corollary 3.1. Given a bipartite ordered set P, there is a polynomial time algorithm to 
determine whether P satisfies the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.10. If so the 
algorithm gives a unit tolerance representation and a 50% tolerance representation of 
P and an indexing of P satisfying (11). 
4. Separating examples 
Theorem 2.10 is not valid in the nonbipartite case. While some of the classes are still 
equivalent in the general case (notably the classes of unit and 50% tolerance orders, 
shown in Cl], and the classes of orders of interval dimension 2 and bounded 
bitolerance orders discussed in Lemma 2.1 l), most are not. Fig. 3 contains examples 
which show some of the classes are unequal in the nonbipartite case. The 8 element 
ordered set in Fig. 3 which separates the classes of totally bounded tolerance orders 
from their respective bitolerance order versions was shown by Felsner to have interval 
dimension 2 while not being representable as a bounded tolerance order [personal 
communication]. The proof that the 11 element ordered set shown separates the 
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Fig. 3. Examples separating the classes given in Theorem 2.11 in the nonbipartite case. 
classes of unit and proper tolerance orders is given in [l]. The 6 element ordered sets 
that separate the classes of unit tolerance from unit bitolerance, 50% tolerance from 
totally bounded tolerance, proper tolerance from bounded tolerance and proper toler- 
ance from proper bitolerance will appear in [2]. In each of these cases it is not too hard 
to find representations of these separating examples as members of the larger class. 
Proposition 4.1 shows that the ordered set “3+3” is an example that separates the 
classes totally bounded tolerance from bounded tolerance, totally bounded bitolerance 
from bounded bitolerance and proper bitolerance from bounded bitolerance. 
At the SIAM Conference on Discrete Mathematics in 1994, Bogart and Isaak 
announced that the classes of unit and proper bitolerance orders are equal. This settles 
the question (?) in Fig. 3. 
Proposition 4.1. The ordered set “3 + 3” is a bounded tolerance order, but is neither 
a proper bitolerance order nor is it a totally bounded bitolerance order. 
Proof. Let (P,<) be the ordered set “3 + 3” with element set {x, y, z, t, u, u} and with 
the comparabilities x<y<z and t<u<u. The following is a bounded tolerance 
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representation of P. Let the intervals be I, = [0, lo], I, = [2,12], I, = [4,14], I, = [4,5], 
I, = [6,7], I, = [S, 93 and let the tolerances of each of x, y and z be 9, and the tolerances 
of each oft, u and v be 1. Note that this representation is neither proper nor totally 
bounded. It remains to show that no representation of P as a bounded bitolerance 
order is proper or totally bounded. 
Fix any representation of P as a bounded bitolerance order. Thus each element 
w corresponds to an interval Z,=[a(w),d(w)] and two central points b(w), c(w)~Z,. 
Without loss of generality we assume that all 24 endpoints and central points are 
distinct. (There is a small number, determined by the differences between the lengths of 
overlaps and the minimum of the tolerances of the overlapping intervals, by which we 
may perturb the endpoints of the intervals in a tolerance representation without 
changing the ordering defined.) We will show that the representation is neither proper 
nor totally bounded. 
Since x<y<z and the representation is bounded, we have a(x)<a(y)<a(z) and 
d(x)<d(y)<d(z). Similarly, u(t)<u(u)<u(v) and d(t)<d(u)<d(v). We consider the 
following two cases. 
Case 1: Z,nZ,nZ,#0. 
Since x<y and y<z we have b(y)>d( x and c(y)<u(z). However, u(z)<d(x) ) 
because I, n I, # 0 and x<z. Hence c(y) <u(z) < d(x) < b(y), and the representation is 
not a totally bounded bitolerance representation. For the sake of a contradiction, 
assume the representation is a proper bitolerance representation. 
Suppose u(u) < u(z). Then we must have d(u) < d(z), or else the representation would 
not be proper. If c(t) > u(z) then c(t) > u(u), which contradicts the fact that t < u. Hence 
c(t)<u(z). We must have d(t)> b(z) or else t <z, a contradiction. In addition, y<z 
implies that d(y) < b(z), and so d(y) <d(t). If u(y) > u(t), then the representation 
would not be proper, so we may assume u(y) <u(t). But x < y implies c(x) < u(y) and 
d(x)<b(y). So c(x)<u(y)<u(t)<a(u) and d(x)<b(y)<d(y)<d(t)<b(u) with the 
last inequality following from the fact that t<u. But putting these last two strings of 
inequalities together yields x<u, a contradiction. 
By the symmetry of order P, the assumption d(u) > d(x) leads to a similar contradic- 
tion. Hence u(u)>u(z)>u(y) and d(u)<d(x)<d(y). This means that Z,sZ,, which 
again contradicts the assumption that the representation is proper. 
Case 2: Z,nZ,nZ,=$. 
In this case, d(x) < u(z). Since each element of {t, u, u} is incomparable with each 
element of (x,y,z} we have, u(t)<u(u)<u(u)<d(x) and d(u)>d(u)>d(t)>u(z). Thus 
[d(x), u(z)] G I, n I, n I, and hence I, n I, n I, #0. By symmetry we can apply the 
results of Case 1 to conclude that the representation is neither proper nor totally 
bounded. •1 
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